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NEED FOR REVISING PATIENT DOSE PROTOCOLS IN PET MEDICAL IMAGING
BASED ON NOVEL TECHNOLOGY IMPROVEMENTS
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Abstract. Clinical studies have shown that it is possible to improve image contrast up to 30% when time of flight
(TOF) technology is used compared to non-TOF technology [1]. On the other hand, it has been shown that, combined
with the point spread function (PSF) in
information and current ordered-subset-maximum-likelihood
likelihood (OSEM) algorithm,
image quality for overweight patients could be significantly improved by applying TOF. This encourages further
study and a change of the dose model based on patient weight. This change
chan would result in the revision of the existing
EANM procedure guidelines, either replacing them or combining them with a system based on a body-mass-index
(BMI) concept, and thus result in significant dose reductions with stronger patient-based dose optimisation. This will
also reduce exposure of the nuclear medicine staff. Bearing in mind that the compromise in clinical practice is either to
reduce the time of the scan or to reduce the patient dose, and that this depends mostly on whether a facility has a
medical cyclotron or not,
ot, this work focuses on the overview of possibilities for potential reduction of patient dose
based on appropriate clinical studies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Time of flight (TOF) in Positron Emission
Tomography (PET) existed for more than 30 years as a
concept, but limitations in hardware and software
softwa
prevented its routine
tine clinical application [1]. Ten years
ago, new scintillator detectors based on lutetium were
introduced, combining both high light output and
short decay time. These scintillators brought the
needed timing resolution for standard who
whole-body
time of flight PET using 18F [1]. TOF implementation in
PET brings coincidence timing resolution to the
imaging process. Compared with non---TOF imaging,
this additional
tional information reduces the uncertainty
and permits images to be created using fewer iterations
and yields images with better signal---to--noise--ratio
(SNR). Simultaneously were analyzed possibilities of
reducing degree of spreading (blurring) of the point
object - firstly performed with a point source in a
uniform cylinder [2] and afterwards in clinical studies.
The symbiosis of these PET image reconstruction
approaches, together with the development of
detectors and detector blocks, photomultipliers,
coincidence
processor
development,
developmen
motion
management, a variety of specialized application
software, etc. indicates the possibilities not only for
medical image improvement but also for more
sophisticated approaches in determining patient dose,
compared to the current recommendations tha
that are
based solely on patient weight [3]. In terms of patient
dosimetry administration, implementation of TOF
technology with PSF mostly implies consideration of
the greater impact of the BMI concept, which was even
applied in studies on the device/technol
device/technology with fewer
opportunities [4].
____________________________

2. INFLUENCE OF TOF AND PSF IN PET MEDICAL
IMAGING
The clinical benefit of TOF and PSF in PET
reconstructions is of interest. Improvement from TOF
is due to the faster iterative convergence. PSF adds a
greater uniform spatial
tial resolution, which enhances
small regions of uptake, particularly at large radial
distances. These technical improvements must,
however, translate into diagnostically useful tools. In
oncology, lesion delectability is important in the early
diagnosis and
nd staging of patients. Positive patient
prognoses are strongly dependent on early detection,
so the ability to detect small, low- intensity lesions is
critically important [5].
Compared to non--TOF
-TOF technology, clinical studies
have shown that it is possible
le to improve image
contrast up to 30% when TOF technology is used [6].
In addition to TOF, reconstruction techniques using
the point spread function (PSF) improve image quality.
3D PET reconstruction with PSF modeling shows
improvement of spatial resolution
on by 45% and contrast
by 10% [7]. On the same hand, comparison of PSF with
non-PSF
PSF images showed a mean bias up to 12% for
SUVmax, 8% for SUVmean, and 7,5% for SUVpeak [8].
In addition, it has been shown that, combined with the
PSF information and current OSEM algorithms, image
quality, especially for overweight patients, could be
significantly improved by applying TOF [5,9].
Armstrong et.al. evaluated the effects of using TOF
and PSF in reconstruction on values of the SUVmax
[10]. Although widely used to define thresholds for
malignancy in clinical practice, SUVmax is known to be
sensitive to partial volume effects and reconstruction

parameters. Matching image noise produces marked
increases in SUVmax, particularly with PSF
reconstructions, and these increases in SUVmax may
be clinically significant, depending on local practice.
Changes in SUVmax as a consequence of using PSF
thus create a challenge to physicians who are
accustomed to using SUVmax thresholds to define
malignancy.
A trade-off curve of signal enhancement versus
noise reduction when using PSF and/or TOF
algorithms can be established by applying a range of
reconstruction post-filters. It is possible to match
SUVmax from PSF--based reconstruction with
traditional non--PSF algorithms by applying a specific
post-filter, but a better solution might be to find
different metrics than SUVmax. Two metrics of
interest are SUVmean based on a 50% isocontour of
SUVmax and the total lesion glycolysis. The use of total
lesion glycolysis (TLG) has been reported in
assessment of therapy response and for prognosis
[3,10]. The increased stability of TLG with a volume
delineation based on a percentage of SUVmax suggests
that this metric may be more appropriate than
SUVmax for staging and prognosis.

3. POTENTIAL OF TOF AND PSF IN PATIENT DOSE
ADMINISTRATION BASED ON BMI
Without the possibility of TOF reconstruction,
Geismar et.al. studied the impact of reduced
administered activity protocols on image quality using
only OSEM and found a stronger than linearly
increased attenuation of photon transmission in
overweight patients [11]. It was concluded that
administered activity significantly predicts image
quality and SNR. In order to maintain diagnostic
image quality, a low dose protocol is recommended
only for patients with BMI < 22kg/m2 [11]. The group
acknowledges that technology improvements such as
TOF and different reconstruction parameters may
improve image quality even when a low dose protocol
is applied to overweight patients.
Numerical observers were used to evaluate the
relative benefit of TOF + PSF in the clinical data for
different patient sizes, lesion contrasts, and scan times.
Each reconstruction set was processed with the
number of iterations found to maximize SNR. Two
schemes were used, data from 3-minutes scans and
data using lesions with 60K counts. The greatest
improvement was clearly seen in the faintest lesions
and in the shortest scans [5]. In studying the gain in
observer performance for patients with low and high
BMI, TOF showed more improvement than PSF. For
all iterations of each respective algorithm, the gain of
PSF, TOF, and TOF+PSF was higher for the overweight
patients [5]. This means that there is a clinical
alternative to simply injecting more activity into
overweight
patients.
Applying
technology
improvements TOF and PSF, the overweight patients
can be administered lower activity or an activity
equivalent to normal weight patients and still yield
images that are clinically useful.
The study by Taniguchi et. al. evaluated image
quality in four distinct reconstructions: OSEM alone,
OSEM + PSF, OSEM + TOF, and OSEM + PSF + TOF
[9]. The combination OSEM + PSF + TOF decreased
the coefficient of variance of the liver for overweight
patients to that for normal weight patients while

increasing the SNR similarly between two patient
groups. In both normal and overweight patients, the
SNR was significantly increased by applying PSF and
TOF. The highest SNR was attained in images
reconstructed with OSEM + PSF + TOF. This method
of reconstruction was thus found to improve the image
quality for overweight patients [9]. Although image
quality is improved, clinical usefulness of images
depends on lesion detectability, and the research does
not indicate that improved image quality due to PSF
and TOF translates into clinical usefulness. The SNR in
relation to the body weight was studied in both normal
and overweight groups. For both groups, the SNR was
significantly increased by PSF and by TOF. The highest
SNR was observed in images reconstructed with OSEM
+ PSF + TOF, and the degree of improvement in SNR
for the overweight group was not significantly different
from that for the normal weight group [9].
Akamatsu et.al. also studied the effects of TOF and
PSF on image quality using the same four
combinations of reconstruction techniques, OSEM,
OSEM + PSF, OSEM + TOF, and OSEM + PSF + TOF
[12]. Image quality of clinical images was evaluated
using SNR of the liver, and the OSEM + PSF + TOF
reconstruction was found to improve SNR of the liver
by 24.9% [12]. The quality of clinical PET images is
strongly influenced by patient weight, acquisition time,
and injected dose. The reconstruction algorithms with
PSF and TOF improve SNR of the liver, indicating that
the combination PSF + TOF has the potential to
maintain image quality for lower activity objects and
shorter acquisition times [12]. In other words, good
clinical image quality can be attained for a lower
activity or a shorter acquisition time, thus improving
patient comfort and reducing the radiation burden for
patients and nuclear medicine staff.
A 2015 study by a group in Valencia, Spain
investigated the effect of reducing the dose based on
BMI instead of patient weight while preserving image
quality [6]. With fully 3D TOF, an administered
activity injection table based on BMI was created, with
203.5 MBq as the lower limit for obtaining the best
diagnostic image quality. A reduction of between 9%
and 22% in administered dose per patient was
achieved for the BMI-based dose scheme.
Accounting for technological improvements, it is
possible to revise the weight-based activity protocols
and reduce administered activities while preserving
image quality. This revision makes it possible for
facilities without a medical cyclotron to be more
effective in their use of FDG as well as to reduce
exposure of the nuclear medicine staff. Indeed, an
exploratory protocol optimisation is being evaluated by
the EARL initiative of EANM [13]. This procedure
would allow lowering the administered FDG activity
for PET/CT systems with higher sensitivity or
improved performance using new, enhanced
technology such as better TOF performance, high
definition reconstruction techniques, continuous bed
motion, or extended axial FOV, which increases system
sensitivity. The suggested procedure optimises and
determines lower limits for FDG activity for PET/CT
systems with respect to recovery factors and SNR [13].

4. CONCLUSION
In modern TOF PET scanners, there is an improved
trade-off between lesion contrast, image noise, and
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total imaging time, leading to a combination of
improved lesion detectability, reduced scan time or
injected dose, and more accurate and precise lesion
uptake measurement. The benefit is a higher for
overweight patients, which leads to a more uniform
clinical performance over all patient sizes [14], keeping
the administered activity within national limitations
and improving the efficiency of clinical schedules.
Technology improvements in PET, primarily the
TOF architecture with application of PSF in image
reconstruction, encourages further investigations on
the modification of the method to select administered
activity for the particular patient. This change would
result in a revision of the existing EANM procedure
guidelines; either replacing them or combining them
with a system based on a BMI concept, and thus result
in significant dose reductions with stronger
individualisation,
e.g.
patient--based
dose
optimisation. Owing that the staff is exposed mainly to
radiation originating from the patient’s body, this
approach will also reduce exposure of the nuclear
medicine staff.
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